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Abstract. In this reply, we show that the author of the Comment arXiv:0704.3529v1
inadvertently provides additional arguments against the use of Hardy functions as test
functions for the Gamow states.
PACS numbers: 03.65.-w, 02.30.Hq
1. Introduction
The author of Comment [1] asserts that the conclusions of [2] regarding the inconsistency
of the “Hardy axiom” with quantum mechanics are wrong. In this reply, we will see that
the criticisms of [1] actually provide another way to see that Hardy functions should
not be used as test functions for the Gamow (resonant) states.
In order to show so, we will introduce Hardy functions in two different ways. The
first way follows the method of [1]. The second way consists of applying the method of [1]
to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, which leads to the “Hardy axiom” of the Bohm-
Gadella (BG) theory. It will then become apparent that the use of Hardy functions is
arbitrary, because we can introduce not only Hardy but any type of functions using the
method of [1]. Afterward, we will recall [3] how to construct spaces of test functions for
the standard Gamow states using standard distribution theory. We shall refer to this
method as the “standard method” and explain why it is incompatible with choosing
Hardy functions. We shall finally point out that the method of [1] doesn’t even lead to
analytic (let alone Hardy) functions when applied to the test functions obtained by the
“standard method.” In the progress of the reply, we will overcome all the objections
of [1].
2. Two ways to introduce Hardy functions
For the sake of clarity, we shall use the spherical shell potential of height V0,
V (~x) = V (r) =


0 0 < r < a
V0 a < r < b
0 b < r <∞ ,
(2.1)
2and restrict ourselves to the zero angular momentum case, although our conclusions will
be valid for any partial wave and for any smooth potential that falls off at infinity faster
than any exponential. In the radial position representation, the Hamiltonian acts as
H = −
~
2
2m
d2
dr2
+ V (r) . (2.2)
The regular solution is
χ(r;E) =


sin(kr) 0 < r < a
J1(k)e
iQr + J2(k)e
−iQr a < r < b
J3(k)e
ikr + J4(k)e
−ikr b < r <∞ ,
(2.3)
where
k =
√
2m
~2
E , Q =
√
2m
~2
(E − V0) . (2.4)
The Jost functions are given by
J+(E) = −2iJ4(E) , J−(E) = 2iJ3(E) . (2.5)
It was shown in [4] that there are (at least) three different, physically inequivalent
eigenfunctions associated with H :
χsw(r;E) =
√
̺sw(E)χ(r;E) , (2.6)
χ±(r;E) =
√
̺(E)
χ(r;E)
J±(E)
, (2.7)
where
̺sw(E) =
1
π
2m/~2
k
1
|J+(E)|2
, (2.8)
̺(E) =
1
π
2m/~2
k
. (2.9)
The first eigensolution, χsw(r;E), was called in [4] the standing-wave eigenfunction,
whereas χ±(r;E) are the Lippmann-Schwinger eigenfunctions. All these eigenfunctions
are delta-normalized∫ ∞
0
dr χsw(r;E ′)χsw(r;E) =
∫ ∞
0
dr χ±(r;E ′)χ±(r;E) = δ(E −E ′) . (2.10)
Thus, their associated unitary operators
(Uswf)(E) =
∫ ∞
0
dr χsw(r;E) f(r) (2.11)
(U±f)(E) =
∫ ∞
0
dr χ±(r;E) f(r) (2.12)
transform from L2([0,∞), dr) onto L2([0,∞), dE).
The author of [1] uses the eigenfunctions χsw(r;E) and their associated unitary
operator Usw.‡ It is obvious from expressions (2.6)-(2.12) that working with
‡ In [1], Usw is denoted by Ψ.
3the Lippmann-Schwinger eigenfunctions χ±(r;E) and U± is mathematically and
conceptually as easy as working with the standing-wave eigenfunctions χsw(r;E) and
Usw. What is more, since χsw(r;E) does not fulfill the scattering boundary conditions
(it fulfills “standing-wave” boundary conditions [4]), it doesn’t always lead to physically
correct answers in scattering theory. Thus, the objection of [1] to the use of the
Lippmann-Schwinger equation in scattering theory is unwarranted.
Once we have constructed Usw and U±, we can apply the argument of [1] to obtain
the spaces of test functions for the Gamow states. We simply have to use Usw and U±
to transform into the energy representation, where we impose the Hardy condition. If
we denote by Φ˜+ (Φ˜−) the space of Hardy functions from above (below) restricted to
[0,∞), then the spaces on which the Gamow states supposedly act are§
ΦBG± = U
−1
± Φ˜∓ , (2.13)
ΦH± = U
−1
sw Φ˜± . (2.14)
The choice (2.13) is called the “Hardy axiom” in the BG theory. The choice (2.14) is
what the author of [1] calls “a fact, a theorem.” It is obvious that the choices (2.13)
and (2.14) are arbitrary. One may as well choose another subset of L2([0,∞), dE) with
different properties and obtain a different space of test functions for the Gamow states.
What is more, ΦBG± are different from ΦH±, and the resonant states constructed using
the choice of [1] would, in the position representation, be different from the resonant
states of the BG theory, which in turn are different from the standard Gamow states [2].
Even though the author of [1] asserts that the physical consequences of choosing
Hardy functions remain within standard quantum mechanics, proponents of the BG
theory have repeatedly stated that such choice goes beyond the framework of traditional
quantum mechanics. The main differences between standard quantum mechanics and
the BG theory were presented in [2]. Thus, it is not only the present author but also
the proponents of the BG theory who think that using Hardy functions has physical
consequences that lie beyond standard quantum mechanics.
3. The shift parameter “x” vs. the quantum arrow of time
One reason why we would make the choices (2.13) or (2.14) is if there was a physical
justification for them. In the BG theory, the justification for (2.13) is provided by the
“quantum arrow of time.” For such arrow of time to have a physical meaning, one has
to identify what the author of [1] calls “x” with the time evolution parameter. Such
identification is done not by [2], as the author of [1] claims, but by [5, 6], where the
quantum arrow of time was introduced. What [2] shows is that such identification is
not possible and that therefore the choice (2.13) lacks a physical justification. Thus, the
criticism of [1] about the misinterpretation of “x” by [2] is not only unwarranted, but
actually is a recognition that the quantum arrow of time of [5,6] is physically flawed, in
agreement with [2].
§ In the BG theory, one also imposes that the elements of Φ˜∓ are Schwartz functions.
4The author of [1] also criticizes the following equation:
0 = 〈+E|ϕ+(t)〉 = e−iEtϕ+(E) . (3.1)
The author of [1] correctly points out that Eq. (3.1) suggests that “something is wrong.”
What the author of [1] doesn’t mention is that Eq. (3.1) was not proposed by [2] but was
used in [5,6] to establish the quantum arrow of time, see [5, Eq. (3.4)] and [6, Eq. (3.4)].
4. Analytic and growth properties of the test functions obtained by the
“standard method”
Let us now turn to the main conclusion of [2], namely that the choice (2.13), and
as we will see also the choice (2.14), is inconsistent with quantum mechanics. The
ultimate goal for making the assumptions (2.13) or (2.14) is to find a space of test
functions on which the Gamow states act, because mathematically the Gamow states
are distributions. Thus, the ultimate test to check whether the choices (2.13) or (2.14)
are consistent with quantum mechanics is to show—rather than to assume—that the
standard Gamow states act on the spaces ΦBG± or ΦH±. With that goal in mind, we
are going to compare the spaces (2.13) and (2.14) with the spaces of test functions that
one finds by applying distribution theory [7] to the Gamow states.
The theory of distributions [7] says that a test function ϕ(r) on which a distribution
d(r) acts is such that the following integral is finite:
〈ϕ|d〉 ≡
∫ ∞
0
dr ϕ(r)d(r) < ∞ , (4.1)
where 〈ϕ|d〉 represents the action of the functional |d〉 on the test function ϕ. With some
variations, this is the “standard method” followed by [8–16] to introduce spaces of test
functions in quantum mechanics. Since the Gamow eigenfunctions u(r; zn) associated
with the resonant energies zn blow up exponentially, the basic requirement (4.1) of the
“standard method” tells us that the test functions ϕ(r) for the Gamow states must fall
off at least exponentially. We shall denote the collection of such ϕ(r) by Φ. Using well-
known results from distribution theory [7], it was shown in [16] that when ϕ belongs
to Φ, the analytic continuation of (U±ϕ)(E) tends to infinity in the infinite arc of
the complex plane, in accordance with an analogous property of ultradistributions [9].
Thus, the energy representations of the space Φ, U±Φ, are not characterized by the
Hardy-function condition,
U±Φ 6= Φ˜∓ , (4.2)
and therefore in the energy representation the standard Gamow states do not act on
spaces of Hardy functions [17].
The argument leading to (4.2) can also be applied to the choice (2.14) to show
that when ϕ belongs to Φ, the analytic continuation of (Uswϕ)(E) tends to infinity in
the infinite arc of the complex plane, thereby showing that the spaces (2.14) are not
the same as the spaces of test functions on which the standard Gamow states act. We
5will not need to prove so however, because the proposal of [1] suffers from more serious
problems, as the next section shows.
5. Analytic properties of (Uswf)(E)
In the BG theory, and in the proposal of [1], one works in the energy (spectral)
representation of the Hamiltonian, and therefore one never deals with the Gamow states
introduced originally by Gamow. It is simply assumed that one can bring the Hardy-
function assumption back into the position representation by way of U± or Usw, and that
everything works out fine. The purpose of [2] was to show that such formal treatment
is simply inconsistent with the “standard method” of dealing with the Gamow states.
What is more, by working that way one may be led to wrong conclusions. To see why,
let us take a closer look at the choice (2.14). We shall write the operator (2.11) in such
a way that we can perform the analytic continuation of (Uswf)(E):
(Uswf)(E) =
(
1
π
2m/~2
k
1
J+(E)J−(E)
)1/2 ∫ ∞
0
dr χ(r;E)f(r) . (5.1)
Since the regular solution χ(r;E) is analytic everywhere for the kind of potentials we
are considering, the integral in Eq. (5.1) will yield an analytic function of E when such
integral is sufficiently convergent. The analytic continuation of the factor inside the
square root,
1
π
2m/~2
k
1
J+(E)J−(E)
, (5.2)
has poles in any quadrant of the complex k-plane [18, 19], which implies that the
analytic continuation of (5.2) has poles in all half-planes of the Riemann surface. Thus,
the functions (Uswf)(E) of (5.1) cannot be analytic in any half-plane of the Riemann
surface, which in particular means that they cannot be Hardy functions. Hence, the
choice (2.14) is inconsistent with the analytic properties of the standard quantum
mechanical functions (5.1).
6. Conclusions
We have shown that [1] not only doesn’t refute the arguments of [2] but in fact
provides another way to see that Hardy functions are not appropriate test functions
for the standard Gamow states. Comment [1] simply provides another arbitrary way to
introduce Hardy (or any other type of) functions in quantum mechanics. Regardless of
whether one calls it an “axiom” or “a fact, a theorem,” introducing Hardy functions by
hand is physically inconsistent with standard quantum mechanics, albeit mathematically
possible.
We have also shown that [1] inadvertently acknowledges that the quantum arrow
of time is physically vacuous, which was one of the main conclusions of [2]. Without
such arrow of time, there is no physical justification for the BG theory.
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